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Real Life draws connections between two very different

artists who share a common interest in a direct, hands-on

approach capable of bridging the gap between experience

and our reflection on it. In this, neither Ron Mueck nor Guy

Ben-Ner veer far away from “real life” — in artistic pro-

cess or content—as they work to diffuse the boundaries

between art and the everyday. There is a surprising affin-

ity between the meticulous fabrication of Ron Mueck’s

highly polished and lifelike sculptures, and Guy Ben-Ner’s

seemingly off-the-cuff but actually carefully constructed

“home videos,” which often take over a year to make,

governed as they are by innumerable hours of editing

and the restrictions of working with children. Similarly,

Mueck may work for a year or more on a single piece, in

his case because he operates mostly without assistants.

Both artists make the immediate world around them

the locus of their work. Ben-Ner’s family appears in all

his videos, while many of Mueck’s sculptures are mod-

elled after relatives. Curator Susanna Greeves notes that

he has portrayed his father and his wife’s grandmother,

“and drawn on his experiences of his children’s births.

Mask, his first self portrait, was inspired by his imagining

how his small daughters saw him as he scolded them,

his scowling face looming above.” A recurring element

of self-portraiture appears “quite literally, as Mueck will

often use himself as a convenient reference, stripping off

a sock while finishing the detail on a foot for example.”1

There is nothing new in seeking inspiration at home.

What is notable in Mueck’s case is that autobiography

is beside the point. The territory the sculptor explores

touches on the indescribable and the unnamable. His fig-

ures, posed between action and inertia, act as polysemic

narratives of such grand human themes as birth and

death, love and loss, aging and the passage of time. It 

is of no great benefit for the viewer’s experience of the

works to know anything about the artist himself.

In sharp contrast, for Guy Ben-Ner, personal con-

text is everything. His videos position the members of his

family — his son Amir, daughter Elia, and wife Nava —

in an engaging, humorously scripted realm somewhere

between fiction and reality. His narratives have clearly

delineated plots from beginning to end that interrogate

such archetypal human concepts as love and marriage,

necessity and shelter, desire and responsibility. One

recurrent trope is imagining the self in a world of isola-

tion. Daniel Defoe’s iconic story of a man cut off from

civilization, Robinson Crusoe (1719), for example, inspired

both Berkeley’s Island (1999), in which Ben-Ner creates

his own desert island in his kitchen, only to have it infil-

trated by a diaper-wearing Elia; and Treehouse Kit (2005),

an installation for the Venice Biennale consisting of a

sculpture plus “instructional” video showing him build-

ing an island for one in a tree assembled from build-it-

yourself furniture. In this piece, his family only appears

in a photograph that he uses to shim up the bed.

Herman Melville’s classic tale of Captain Ahab’s pur-

suit of a whale, Moby Dick (1851) has also influenced Ben-

Ner. His version (2000) is an ode to silent film that stars

the artist and Elia acting out the novel in a homemade set

in the kitchen and living room. An inspired and hilarious

video that eloquently conveys Elia’s childish imagination

as the conduit between family life and adventure fan-

tasy, Moby Dick expresses a tension found throughout

Ben-Ner’s work: the dialectic between the artistic and

the domestic. Commenting on his video, the artist asks:

Is it better to go after the fantasy object and lament the

family left behind, or to stay at home and lament the lost 
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object? My movie is a kind of reversal of Ahab’s thoughts…

It is a stay-at-home movie, and as such can only fantasize

the sea while doing the dishes.2

Ben-Ner’s stay-at-home life began in the 1990s after his

first child was born and he made the decision to engage

both worlds — the artistic and the domestic — simulta-

neously. Two “string drawings” from 1994–95 comically

reveal the graphic extent of this decision: they depict

a kind of torture room in the home rigged with pulleys,

levers, and ropes to ensure that his physical arousal will

lead directly to death. Since his earlier works, Ben-Ner

has gone on to establish an æsthetic common denomi-

nator as a father working closely with his wife and chil-

dren. He found a model for his own on-screen family 

dynamic in early vaudeville theatre, especially in the life

of Buster Keaton, whose father would throw him around

the stage (the origin of the word slapstick). Keaton’s

story was one inspiration for Wild Boy (2004), which also

pays homage to François Truffaut’s 1970 film Wild Child.

In Ben-Ner’s version, Amir lives in a cave among birds,

rabbits, and other animals — in the apartment kitchen

in New York. The artist sets a levered cardboard trap,

captures “the wild boy” in order to “civilize” him, and

names him “Buster”, a reborn vaudevillian character

embodied by Amir with endearing enthusiasm. He plays

a feral child so well, Ben-Ner says, because “he is not

acting, he’s really living the thing. We build woods inside

the house with a hill and he has his own cave that he 
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Guy Ben-Ner, Moby Dick, 2000, single-channel silent video (12:35 mins.), courtesy of the artist and Postmasters Gallery, New York City.
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lives in.”3The moments of discovery and delight caught

in Wild Boy and in videos like the charming faux nature

documentary Elia — A Story of an Ostrich Chick (2003),

also hark back to the bygone days of vaudeville, when a

successful theatre was described as needing “an atmos-

phere of friendliness … a place where nothing interferes

with the rapport between audience and stage. It needs

the warmth of intimacy.”4

The conflation in vaudeville between life and art also

appears in the career of Ron Mueck, who, like Keaton,

was born into his skill set. As the son of toy-makers, he

began making toys, models, and costumes at a young age.

This led to a career, first in cinema and special effects,

then in sculpting, a vocation for which he never formally

trained. As well as drawing on family members and him-

self for his sculptures, Mueck, like Ben-Ner, turns to 

them in his production studio. With few outside assis-

tants, it is less an impersonal production factory than a

calm haven where his family often helps out.

Unlike Ben-Ner’s production, which capitalizes on

a ramshackle, unsophisticated æsthetic in its formal

appearance, Mueck’s unnamed sculptures belie their

homegrown roots, turning for their effect on the rigorous

erasure of all evidence of a human hand. This is exactly

the facet of the sculptor’s practice that must be main-

tained in order to preserve its “magic,” in the view of

British poet Craig Raine. “Ideally, his subjects should

be obvious and his technique enigmatic. That way … his

sculptures will simply be, in and for themselves, not as

vehicles for ideas.”5

The magical, lifelike quality of Mueck’s sculptures

is constantly remarked. And indeed, it is impossible to 
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Guy Ben-Ner, Wild Boy, 2004, single-channel video (17:00 mins.), courtesy of the artist and Postmasters Gallery, New York City.
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deny their mysterious presence, which, says curator

Colin Wiggins, “leaves the possibility, lurking in the back

of one’s mind, that some other, sinister, process has been

employed in their creation.”6 Each begins with drawings

and small plaster maquettes that are gradually scaled-up

to produce a cast fibreglass or silicone rendition of the

human body, ready for the application of paint, hair, and

finally eyes. The resulting inanimate object is enlivened

with a corporeal aura so strong that it seems to demand

an open-ended dialogue between two selves: sculp-

ture and viewer. In Real Life, this exchange begins in the

graphic depiction of birth provided by the huge, un-

yieldingly defiant newborn, A Girl (2006), and ends with

the reduced yet powerful confrontation with aging and

death of Old Woman in Bed (2000). In between are works

addressing everyday life — from the mundane to the

consequential — including Mother and Child (2001–03),

capturing the mutually inquisitive, fatigued, astonished

gaze between two beings not yet separated but sudden-

ly strangers to each other, In Bed (2005), a large-scale

brooding depiction of melancholy, and the much smaller

Seated Woman (1999), who seems to be reflecting on

a life almost passed. The fastidious removal from the

finished moulds of all traces of the artist’s hand allows

each of these works to summon its own psychological

register — from defiance to puzzlement to sorrow —

without any apparent mediator.

The effect could hardly be farther from that pro-

duced by the obvious signs of handmade fabrication in

Ben-Ner’s work. This is most evident in the rudimentary

ingenuity of the sculptures and installations that often

accompany his videos, but also in the videos, which are

themselves low-tech, and which consistently make ref-

erence to the physical act of building as a primal human

impulse. The mass production of build-it-yourself domestic

furniture is one response, Ben-Ner feels, to our roman-

tic desire “to fantasize ‘origin’ or creativity (via IKEA®

instructions).”7 This was the catalyst for Treehouse Kit.

His video Stealing Beauty (2007) takes this consumer

fantasy to its logical conclusion: model rooms set up by

the ubiquitous global retailer become the hilarious stage

sets for Ben-Ner’s version of a sitcom, in a tale that turns

on a father reprimanding his son for stealing. During the

video the viewer is witness to a dialogue between Ben-

Ner and his children regarding the value of hard work,

the importance of family, and the difference between 
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Ron Mueck, A Girl, 2006, mixed media, 111 x 135 x 501 cm, National Gallery of Canada, Ottawa,
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private property, theft, and love. The naive earnestness

of the children’s views is punctuated by lighthearted

moments of unrelated amusement (using IKEA® furnish-

ings), as well as a side-dialogue in which the artist directs

his wife and children in Hebrew — a reminder that what

we are seeing is not far removed from a cheaply-made

home movie. While scripted and often storyboarded,

Ben-Ner’s filmic process allows for happenstance —

scenes of Nava trying to stop shoppers from hitting the

camera, for example—as well as for the discoveries and

natural curiosities of his children, which vividly shine

through, such as Elia’s summary of the origins of private

property: “Nature belonged to no one, and to all, then

suddenly someone claims nature as his own, and others

have to pay him rent. Strange.”

Stealing Beauty is a quasi-plausible tale of father

providing his son and daughter with a moral education,

but one gets the feeling that Ben-Ner is not fully con-

vinced (though he nonetheless applies the rules of econ-

omy and exchange when raiding Amir’s piggy bank before

reading his children their bedtime story). Nor are the

kids: at the end of the video, they deliver a “Manifesto”

of their own. A more resolute emphasis in many of his

works is placed on building by hand. In Wild Boy, Ben-Ner

teaches Amir to build a chair from a table, in Treehouse

Kit he constructs a sculpture from furniture parts, and 
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Guy Ben-Ner, Stealing Beauty, 2007, digital video disk (17:40 mins.), National Gallery of Canada, Ottawa.



in I’d give it to you if I could but I borrowed it (2006–07),

he joins Elia and Amir in building a bicycle from such

“readymades” as Duchamp’s Bicycle Wheel (1913) and

Picasso’s bicycle-seat-and-handlebar sculpture Bull’s

Head (1943). Coupled with the unsophisticated produc-

tion values of his videos and installations, this stress

on the handmade is one aspect of his promotion of the

“poorly made” as an accessible foundation for learning

and creativity. He says:

I never separate strategy from æsthetics. Both are conse-

quences of beliefs and ideas that guide me (as my belief

that art should have the possibility of being made very

cheaply, even a movie). For example, whenever I saw a

movie I got the feeling that I was excluded, that I could

never do that. If you go to an exhibition of painting, photo-

graphy, or sculpture you can always get encouraged.8

Mueck, on the other hand, comes to his exacting crafts-

manship from an extensive technical background in ani-

matronics, model-making, and cinematic special effects—

exactly the ingredients of big-budget film and television

that so alienate Ben-Ner, and that Mueck himself found

increasingly vacuous as a creative outlet. By the mid-

1990s, he had begun to make lifelike sculptures by hand

to satisfy his desire for self-expression.
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Guy Ben-Ner, I’d give it to you if I could but I borrowed it, 2006–07, single channel video (12:00 mins.), 

courtesy of the artist and Postmasters Gallery, New York City.



The emphasis on using readily available materials

and technical knowledge to express a creative idea marks

an originality in the approach of both these contempo-

rary artists. It is rare to encounter an æsthetic practice

of consequence today that does not either subordinate

materials to ideas — as in Conceptual art, which marked

the latter half of the twentieth century — or subjugate

ideas to form — evident in a resurgence of abstraction

and a new baroque in sculpture, painting, and photography

in recent years. What has been deemed increasingly

irrelevant, unimportant, or morally dépassé is the cus-

tomary role of the artist as someone who shapes mate-

rials and ideas to embody an emotional or philosophical

viewpoint. Such is the model interrogated and ultimately

affirmed by Ben-Ner in an engaging practice that centres

on open disclosure of the creative process as integral

to his work.

In Mueck’s case, however, the critical tendency has

been to disassociate his technical prowess from the

“magical” experience of the visual object, imbuing the

latter with a life force that evades the usual artistic

register of representation. Art historian Jean Clair has

described Mueck’s talents as linked with “a whole tra-

dition, much closer to magic art than contemporary

‘æsthetic’ art.”9The artist becomes a shaman-like figure

who creates autonomous beings that somehow pre-exist

and are independent of any conscious intention. This per-

ception may be enhanced because Mueck is a private,

reclusive person who seldom grants interviews or speaks

publicly about his work, preferring to let his pieces make

their own statements. They do this well, very well, which

explains the intense visceral reactions that they provoke.

Beyond the immediate effect, is there a deeper philo-

sophical or personal intention in these pieces? By rec-

onciling Mueck’s finished sculptures with his artistic

process — steeped from start to finish in the autobio-

graphical — it seems possible to find in them an idea

concerning the exact relationship between object and

viewer, self and other, that is at the heart of each. Take,

for example, the raw, bloodied portrait A Girl, depicted

moments after leaving the womb, umbilical cord cut, and

breathing the first puffs of life. Gigantic yet anatomically

correct and meticulously natural (the veins on her pale 

skin are extraordinarily painted), A Girl exemplifies an

outlook on life and our relationship with others: we enter

into a world that precedes our existence and with which

we are forced, able or not, to reconcile throughout our

lives.10The umbilical cord is the key here. The artist took

much time over its faithful rendition and it is a notable,

if indiscreet, item to profile. But it is this graphic moment

in the birthing process — transfixed in the frozen time

of sculpture — that separates the newborn from its un-

individuated existence in the womb. The cutting of the

cord is the only moment in life where one can identify

a passage from some form of universal, pre-linguistic,

existence into the individual, social, language-mediated

existence that follows until one’s death. The giant mask

Head of a Baby (2003), on a pedestal and at a monumen-

tal scale unbefitting its young age, is a cleaner, more

analytical presentation of the same moment. At the other

extreme, the tiny, delicate Old Woman in Bed, her body

already shrouded and gone, her closed eyes and mouth

and half-covered head repudiating the job of living, en-

capsulates a possibly grateful return to undifferentiated

oblivion. Read this way, Mueck’s sculptures not only

engage the viewer in an emotional voyage from birth to

death, but present a pointed image of the existential prob-

lem of the human condition. Of course, such a reading

implies the presence of, not only the hand, but the artist’s

own psyche and thoughts within the finished work.

And, indeed, the hand and mind of the artist are an

ever-present component of both Ben-Ner’s and Mueck’s

works, which, because they never step far from the famil-

iar, project a strong sense that they speak not only for

themselves, but for the artists as well. In their respec-

tive œuvres, so different and yet so surprisingly aligned,

both Ron Mueck and Guy Ben-Ner meld the personal

with the primordial and universal, and tell us there is no

place where an object or human can simply “be”, without

implication or responsibility. To embrace such an idea,

their works declare, would be to divorce the realm of

the imagination from any meaningful context in real life.

Jonathan Shaughnessy’s catalogue essay is re-printed

with permission from the author and the National Gallery

of Canada, Ottawa.
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Ron Mueck was born in Melbourne, Australia, in 1958. The son

of toymakers, Mueck was exposed early on to the techniques 

used to enliven inert objects. In the late 1980s, he worked as a

puppet- and modelmaker in film and advertising in Australia, the

United States and finally London, England, where he still lives.

He began experimenting with fibreglass, which became his signa-

ture medium, in 1990. In 1996, his hyper-realist sculptures were

noticed by renowned art patron Charles Saatchi, catapulting

Mueck into the limelight in the world of contemporary art. Real

Life is Mueck’s second major Canadian exhibition in two years,

following his solo show at the National Gallery in 2007.

Guy Ben-Ner was born in Ramat Gan, Israel, in 1969. A prac-

tising artist since the early 1990s, he completed his Bachelor of

Education in 1997 at Hamidrasha Art College in Ramat Hasharon.

In 2001, Ben-Ner and his family moved to New York City, where

he completed his Master of Fine Arts at Columbia University in

2003. Ben-Ner gained international prominence after he created

Treehouse Kit — an installation on themes of isolation and do-

it-yourself culture — for the Israeli pavilion at the 2005 Venice

Biennale. Real Life is his most extensive exhibition to date in

Canada. He now lives and works in Berlin.

Biographies by Rhiannon Vogl, Curatorial Assistant, Contemporary

Art, National Gallery of Canada. Biographies are re-printed with

permission of the author and the National Gallery of Canada, Ottawa.
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